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OPEN MORNING
saturday 1st Oct 2016

TO BOOK YOUR FAMILY’S PLACE,
CALL 01234 362216 OR VISIT
www.bedfordschool.org.uk
Bedford School is part of The Harpur Trust

SHOOTING WITH LIGHT
Thursday 22 september 2016
It is 1933 and a young
German refugee flees
to Paris, reinventing
herself as Gerda Taro.
Discovering the wonder of
photography, she falls in
love with a fellow refugee
who teaches her, ‘if your
pictures aren’t good
enough, you aren’t close
enough’.

“A powerful piece of theatre”
THE STAGE
*****

Box office
01234 362337
www.quarrytheatre.org.uk
The Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s is part of Bedford School, which is part of The Harpur Trust

Ticket price
£12 (£10 concessions)
Running time
85mins (no interval)
Running time
13+ (strong language)

HAS IT REALLY BEEN
12 MONTHS SINCE
OUR LAST FESTIVAL?
It really doesn’t feel like it,
but then maybe that’s because
we’ve had some excellent
films in a variety of venues
for film lovers across Bedford
since last year.
We’ve had a great time with all
of these. From screening films at
Bedfringe to a semi-immersive
event for petrol heads with
Bullitt at Sharnbrook Hotel, or a
memorial screening of Labyrinth
at Esquires for David Bowie to
a screening of Blazing Saddles
for the Mayor’s Charities at The
Place theatre, each screening
has shown how much Bedford
people love cinema.
So what about this year’s festival?
Well, first of all we must thank
the excellent team at Sprint
Convergence.

As our main festival sponsor
they are helping us to achieve
exactly what we set out to do
each year, bring true film variety
to the town’s film lovers and
inspire local film makers to keep
up their good work. We must
also thank all our individual
film sponsors for their ongoing
support, details of which can be
found in the film listings.
Our programme this year is truly
one from the heart of Bedford
Film Festival. As we move closer
to standing on our own two feet,
the foundations of which have
been supported by Cambridge
Film Trust, we have chosen a
selection of films that we have
worked hard to secure directly.
Some are new, some are from
overseas, some are classics
celebrating an anniversary,
and some are to help celebrate
the life of someone who

left us in the last 12 months.
Whatever the reason,
the films chosen represent
great cinema.
Once again we’ve teamed up
with BAFTA and this year their
travelling exhibition, of behind
the scenes photographs from
the filming of Bugsy Malone,
starts its National journey with
us at Bedford Film Festival. This
fantastic exhibition complements
our 40th anniversary screening
event 'Bugsy Malone's Splurge
Picnic' (see p10 for information).
So, get to the listings page,
see what we have planned
and get your tickets quickly.
We know there’s a film or two
for everyone at this year’s
festival and we can’t wait
to see you there.
Paul, Richard & Stephen

MASSIVE THANKS TO…
All our wonderful volunteers, in particular Tim Ames and
Priya Gill who have gone above and beyond to help organise
our 2016 festival, Mayor Dave Hodgson, Bedford Borough Council’s
Marketing Team, James, Jules and everyone else at The Quarry
Theatre, all at Bedfringe, Jaine and Rebekah at BAFTA, Tom, Sarah,
Andy and Ben (our additional short film judges), Richard Mann
at FLM, everyone at Bonfire CI, Gareth at Esquires, and our ever
patient families.
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SINGER RICHARD JOBSON
OF THE SKIDS COMPARES
HIS OWN MEMORIES TO
ALEX COX’S EULOGY TO
PUNK’S ILL-FATED LOVERS,
SID AND NANCY.

I met Sid Vicious when I was
16. I had travelled to London
from Dunfermline, Fife on the
back of a motorbike through
wind, rain, hail and sleet. The
intention was to buy a pair of
leather trousers from Beaufort
Market on the Kings Road and
to attend a punk festival at
Oxford Street’s 100 Club.
The tabloid and mainstream
media’s obvious hatred of this
new youth movement made
it impossible to ignore. My
understanding and new-found
love of punk was born through
listening to John Peel late at
night on Radio 1 and reading
the music press such as
Sounds and the NME.
Watching Sid on drums that
night playing with Siouxsie and
the Banshees doing a rendition
of the Lord’s Prayer was
shocking, brilliant and terrible.
The atmosphere was beyond
anything I had experienced back
in rural Scotland. Sid was tall,
thin and gangly, and remarkably
good-looking in a spotty kid
kind of way. Around the bar area
he was noisy and aggressive
and definitely the centre of
attention, playing the tough
guy, and in our innocence he
seemed quite terrifying. A scene
in Sid and Nancy captures that
very evening when he brutally
assaults music journalist Nick
Kent, a soft hippy-like writer who
was an easy target. Not the act
of a tough guy.
Alex Cox’s movie focuses on
the ill-fated romance between
Sid and New York groupie Nancy
Spungen. The star-crossed
lovers soon shared an insatiable
desire for booze, then drugs,
starting with sulphate
and leading to what
they called the
“Big H” – heroin.

Their new-found rock ‘n’ roll
utopia speedily led to a life
of chaos, violence and selfdestruction.
The movie was originally
released in 1986, when –
unusually – most of the key
players were still alive and still
young. Therefore it was easy
to compare and contrast the
screen performances with the
people who I knew very well.
The cartoon-like behaviour and
dialogue in the film is nothing
like how the real-life Johnny
Rotten aka John Lydon and
manager Malcolm McLaren
expressed themselves. What I
remember is a combination of
humour, irreverence and, most
importantly, intelligence.
What Cox gets spot on is the
casting of Gary Oldman as Sid.
The legendary British actor
who was in the pomp of youth
elevates the movie by giving
Sid depth where it would have
been much easier to suggest
there was none. He also gives
Sid’s quick descent into the
nihilism and wastage of
heroin addiction the correct
dose of pathos, doing the
unthinkable – he makes
Sid’s short life sympathetic.
In the movie, Oldman falls for
Spungen the first time they set
eyes on one another.
Actress Chloe Webb plays her
as a vapid, hysterically abrasive
“Noo Yoyker” who has no
interest in life other than her
next fix. And her next fix was Sid.

The movie captures punk’s fatal
relationship with heroin that was
born out of low-lifestyle joints
such as CBGB’s in New York –
the kind of place that give birth
to Nancy. It was a world caught
in a whirlwind of cheap heroin.
The movie shows how easy it
was to find but how impossible it
was to control – I know, my nowdead brother was also a junkie.
The movie really comes alive
in the New York scenes in the
claustrophobic melancholy of
the Chelsea Hotel room where
Sid and Nancy had become
unwelcome residents. Director
Cox handles these scenes with
a gentleness that captures the
punk Romeo and Juliet’s sense
of isolation and hopelessness.
It builds into a frenzy where it
becomes increasingly obvious
something very bad is about to
happen. At this moment in his
career Sid thought that he was
a star who had arrived, but he
was fleeing, and people who are
fleeing have no idea where they
are going.
Above my desk at home is a
photograph by my friend Steve
Emberton of Sid and Nancy in
a sleazy Hammersmith hotel just
before they headed out to NYC.
It makes me smile every day.
Punk in all of its contradictions
stares back at me: part
performance/part reality.
When the two ignite at the
same time, there will only ever
be one outcome. The movie
captures that beautifully.
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Originally published in The Telegraph, reprinted
with kind permission from Richard Jobson.
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VENUES
FRINGE VENUES:
Full details and tickets for all fringe screenings
can be found at www.BedfordFilmFestival.org

ROGAN’S
BOOKS

BEARS
AND TALES

THE
PLACE

Situated on Castle Road,
Rogan’s Books is fast becoming
the ‘go to’ place for young
book lovers and their parents.
Passionate about literature for
readers of all ages, Rachael
Rogan is also the brains behind
the Bedford Bookfest.

Cocktails don’t come better
than those made by Tom at
Bears and Tales on Lime Street.
Whether it’s one made from the
house list or seasonal menu,
or one of his specials or an
off menu item, you won’t be
disappointed.

Bradgate Road, home of The
Place, has seen some wonderful
touring theatre, comedy, music
and film in the years since
this theatre has been open.
Whatever your tastes, their
extensive annual programme
will have something for you.

Playing here:
HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON
11th September

Playing here:
DIRTY DANCING
14th September

Playing here:
THE VISITOR
7th September

HERD

ESQUIRES

Visitors to Herd can expect the
best burgers for miles around,
amazing drinks and banging
beats – a treat for all your
senses. Herd also offers a bar
stocked with the best gin and
craft beer in Bedford for those
who just want to chill.

Bedford's legendary music
venue has seen some incredible
acts raise its roof over the years
and we've recently helped them
screen a few films too. Whatever
your music (or film) tastes,
Esquires has it all.

Playing here:
ALIENS
13th September
8

Playing here:
THE PISTOLS,
AFTER SID AND NANCY
17th September

MAIN VENUE:
Full details and tickets for screenings
can be found at www.BedfordFilmFestival.org

THE QUARRY THEATRE
AT ST. LUKE’S
Located on St. Peter’s Street, in the heart of Bedford,
The Quarry Theatre is the exciting new performing
arts facility for Bedford.
St. Luke’s Church, on the grounds of Bedford School,
has been sympathetically adapted into a 286 seat theatre
and 60 seat studio venue that has already proven itself
as a perfect place to screen independent cinema.
With it’s spacious bar opening onto the original church
garden, and a foyer for art exhibitions, The Quarry Theatre is
the epitome of Bedford Film Festival’s mantra of #supportvariety
for the greater good of Bedford.
Playing here: Our full 2016 festival weekend

ACCESSIBILITY
Bedford Film Festival is a festival for all and as such we want our screenings to be as accessible as possible.
All our main venues are fully accessible for wheelchair users and The Quarry Theatre and The Higgins Bedford
have induction loops fitted. As well as this we are working with Access Bedford to create more film viewing
opportunities for deaf or hard of hearing film lovers, including screening films that are made with the deaf community
in mind. Bedford Film Festival also reserves a limited number of free spaces for CEA Card holders at all main and
fringe screenings. If you wish to apply for a free CEA cardholder space, please email info@BedfordFilmFestival.org
to apply for your free space before you book. The number of spaces available is determined by the size of the venue
and they are offered on a first come, first served basis. Our fringe screening venues are also committed to abiding
by their legal obligations for accessibility. However, as the venues are as varied as the films they show, they may have
unavoidable restrictions. We therefore politely ask that audience members who need assistance contact us and discuss their
requirements before booking tickets to fringe screenings.
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FEATURE
FILMS
All Features are at
The Quarry Theatre
at St. Luke’s,
26 St. Peter’s St.

Tickets at:
www.BedfordFilmFestival.org

16 September 2016

PURPLE RAIN
SCREENING SPONSOR: CHARLES WELLS

Reception at 18:30, Film
at 19:30, Prince Tribute
Concert at 21:30
Certificate: 15
Adults £10.50
Concessions £7.50
Purple Rain, a film that could only ever
have been made in the eighties is
our opener for 2016, in tribute to the
legend Prince who passed away this
year. The film tells the tale of a young
musician, tormented by an abusive
situation at home, who must contend
with a rival singer, a burgeoning
romance, and his own dissatisfied
band, as his star begins to rise.
Featuring Prince’s musical talents in full,
providing a cracking soundtrack to a
film that passed many by, but was loved
by those who did see it the first time
around. The purple love doesn’t end
there though. After a short break, we’ll
be closing this special evening
10

devoted to Prince’s ‘Purple Reign’ with
a special performance from one of the
world’s best Prince tribute acts, Prince
Revelations (aka Mark Anthony).
We really will be partying like it’s 1999.
Drinks reception and opening remarks
before the screening.

17 September 2016

BUGSY MALONE'S
SPLURGE PICNIC
SCREENING SPONSOR: ROOSTERS

Event starts at 10:30
Certificate U
Adult £7.50, Concessions
£6, Child £5, Family 2
adults, 2 children) £20
We’re very excited about this year’s
children’s event, Bugsy Malone!
As the film celebrates its 40th
anniversary we’re holding a special,
semi-immersive screening of Bugsy
Malone inviting you to join Bugsy,
Blousey, Tallulah and the gang at
Fat Sam’s Speakeasy.

After the film, you’re all then invited
to join us for a picnic in the garden
before re-enacting the best scene
from one of the greatest children’s
films ever, the famous splurge gun
and custard pie fight! We hope your
whole family will join us for what is
set to be an excellent, if messy, revisit
to a film many adults will have loved
growing up, and an introduction of
a fun family film to a new generation.

The full event
schedule will be:
10:30 – come and join Fat Sam in
his speak easy for a relaxing drink and
some music. It’ll be like you’ve taken a
time machine back to 1920’s New York.
Go for a ride in Dandy Dan’s pedal
powered car, but watch out for Fat
Sam’s henchmen looking to splurge
any dodgy looking characters.

11:30 – Head to the main auditorium
and watch Bugsy Malone.
13:05 – After the film head out on to
the lawn for a Dandy Dan picnic, don’t
worry if Fat Sam and the boys turn
up – you will have your own supply of
splurge to defend yourself with.
14:00 – event ends.

Note to Parents: After the picnic all
attendees are invited to join in with a
splurge ‘fight’. The foam used is a water
based soap foam from a professional
‘Bugsy Malone’ stage prop company.
It is designed not to stain clothing and
can be washed out easily, however,
please don’t dress your children in their
best clothing if you want them to take
part. We will provide ponchos too if you
wish them to wear one. The foam is not
known to cause any allergic reactions
but your discretion on this is advised.
If you or your child has any dietary
requirements, please email info@
BedfordFilmFestival.org no later than 15
September 2016 so that an appropriate
lunch can be made for your child.

ATOMIC:
LIVING IN DREAD
AND PROMISE
14:30
Certificate: Unrated
Adult £5
Concessions £3.50
A special documentary by Mark
Cousins that looks at the legacy of
the Hiroshima bomb dropped during
World War 2. The moment brought
the world into the atomic age and
with it a life of dread from the cold
war, but also a life of promise as
nuclear power promised to solve
humanity’s need for energy and
technological advancement. Told
through clips from public information
films, Atomic gives us an insight into
the paradox of the nuclear age,
made all the more haunting by a
soundtrack from Mogwai.

BROKEN HILL
BLUES
16:00 Certificate: Unrated
(Recommended age: 15)
Adults £6.50,
Concessions £5
A tale from Sweden that explores
the coming of age of a group of
teenagers in a small mining town.
They fight with themselves and the

world around them, conflicted with
wanting to leave their small town for
pastures new and a loyalty that keeps
pulling them back into the community,
all while the ground literally trembles
under their feet.
Beautifully shot, Broken Hill Blues,
will resonate with us all as a perfect
metaphor for the coming of age and
finding your own path.

SID AND NANCY
SCREENING SPONSOR: SDG

18:30
Certificate: 18
Adults £10.50
Concessions £8.50
It’s the 40th anniversary of Punk
and the 30th anniversary of the story
of the love between Nancy Spungen
and Sid Vicious, bass player from
the band who started it all –
The Sex Pistols.
This double ended event starts with
a screening of Alex Cox’s iconic film
at The Quarry and ends at Esquires
as tribute act, The Pistols, perform
the best from an era that defined a
country and a generation’s struggles
to find their own identity.
A morbid biographical story set as
the Sex Pistols break up after their
fateful US tour, Vicious attempts a
solo career while in the grip of heroin
addiction. One morning, Nancy is
found stabbed to death and Sid is
arrested for her murder.
Using eyewitness accounts and
archival interviews, director Alex Cox
expertly tells the tales of one of the
icons of British music who intrigues us
all, whether you love him or hate him.
The film itself also launched the
career of Gary Oldman, who went
on to star in some of the best loved
films from the past 30 years.
Film will start at 18:30 at the Quarry,
with The Pistols starting at Esquires
at 21:30.

18 September 2016

EMBRACE OF
THE SERPENT
10:30
Certificate: 12A
Adults £6.50
Concessions £5
A tale from the Amazon rainforest
comes to Bedford. The story of the
relationship between Karamakate, an
Amazonian shaman and last survivor
of his people, and two scientists who
work together over the course of 40
years to search the Amazon for a
sacred healing plant. Embrace of the
Serpent has won critical acclaim from
across the world with The Guardian,
amongst others, calling it “the type of
film we’re always searching for.” It truly
is a film you do not want to miss.

YOUTH
SCREENING SPONSOR: CHARLES WELLS

18:00
Certification: 15
Adults £6.50
Concessions: £6
We are proud to present Youth as our
closing film for 2016. Michael Caine,
Harvey Keitel and Rachel Weisz star
in what has become one of the recent
surprise hits of the past few months.
Fred and Mick, two old friends, are
on vacation in an elegant hotel at the
foot of the Alps. Fred, a composer
and conductor, is now retired. Mick,
a film director, is still working. They
look with curiosity and tenderness
on their children’s confused lives,
Mick’s enthusiastic young writers,
and the other hotel guests.
While Mick scrambles to finish the
screenplay for what he imagines
will be his last important film,
Fred has no intention of resuming
his musical career.
But someone wants at all costs
to hear him conduct again.
Drinks reception and closing
remarks before the screening.
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18 September 2016

13:00 Adult £3, Concessions £1.50
BEDFORDSHIRE FILM MAKERS
STATIC

RORSCHACH
SYNDROME

EDDIE
Director: John Lynch

Director: Jason Gurr

Director: Matt Brownsett

Language: English

Language: English

Language: English

Duration: 15 minutes

Duration: 8 minutes

Duration: 5 minutes

Completed: 2016

Completed: 2016

Completed: 2016

Budget: £3,600

Budget: £600

Budget: £150

Genre: Drama, Mystery

Genre: Sci-Fi, Drama

Static is a short film about Max who is a
child abductee who the authorities are
unable to deal with so they send Jake
an investigator to speak with him with
a very strange outcome.

THE MAGPIE
Director: Emily Porter
Language: English
Duration: 3 minutes
Completed: 2015
Budget: £0
Genre: Comedy

Transcranial direct current stimulation
(tDCS) delivers low current to the
brain via electrodes attached. This, in
conjunction with the Rorschach test, can
help to reprogram the brain in a much
more effective way than the traditional
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy to treat
depression, but what if it was used for
something more sinister?

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL
FILM MAKERS
THE GOOD SON

A short documentary following the
misfortunes of an amateur burglar who
calls himself 'The Magpie'.

Director: Tomisin Adepeju

ROAD TO NOWHERE

Completed: 2014

Director: Daniel Jump
Language: English
Duration: 5 minutes
Completed: 2016
Budget: £10
Genre: Comedy, Drama
An argument, a murder, another
argument, more murder? With clever
editing and camera angles, we witness
the drama and comedy of a group of
people imploding.

SKIN AND BLISTERS
Director: Emily Porter
Language: English
Duration: 8 minutes
Completed: 2016
Budget: £0
Genre: Comedy
Boy meets girl, criminals meet victim.
A petty thief comes across the girl of his
dreams but a couple of bank robbing
opportunists seem to be on his tail. Could
Mark's new romance be short lived?

Language: English
Duration: 14 minutes
Budget: £100
Genre: Drama

Genre: Sci-Fi, Horror, Mystery
Alone in an underground facility
deep below the mountains, a tired
researcher performs endless tests on
Eddie, his desperate, mute test subject.

STRINGS
Director: Richard Turley
Language: English
Duration: 14 minutes
Completed: 2014
Budget: $16,500
Genre: Drama
Convinced his dad is a spy, Luke
embarks on a journey that leads him
to discover the awkward truth. From
BAFTA nominated Director Richard
Turley and Producer Ruth Wright,
comes a boys own tale of secrets,
subterfuge and fallen heroes set
against a backdrop of 1970s Britain.

MING MONG

A young Nigerian man is forced to
address a secret he has harboured
from his parents during a traditional,
family gathering.

Director: Richard Turley

IDEAL HUSBAND

Budget: £3,500

Director: Nicola Sersale
Language: English
Duration: 12 minutes
Completed: 2016

Language: English
Duration: 13 minutes
Completed: 2014
Genre: Romance, Drama
Judy and Annalise are 16 and best
friends. But on a night out autograph
hunting they realise that falling in love
can sometimes tear friendships apart.

Budget: $10,000
Genre: Romance, Drama
Inspired by Oscar Wilde's "An Ideal
Husband" this romantic comedy tells
the story of Ellen, a casting director,
in search of her ideal husband in
fiction and in real life.

The Shorts Session 2016 will be
at The Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s,
26 St. Peter’s St. Tickets available at

www.BedfordFilmFestival.org

Please note: None of the short films in our selection have been officially
rated. While many are suitable for all, some may contain themes
only suitable for adult audiences. Viewer discretion is advised.
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A telecommunications
service provider, creating and
maintaining sophisticated
communications environments
throughout the globe.
Sprint develops solutions for companies who want to keep
pace with technology and the complexities associated with
succeeding in today’s business arena with a strategic focus
on fixed lines, broadband and hosted telephony systems. We
work closely with each client and partner to gain an in depth
understanding of their current situation and their future goals
and aspirations. Our aim is to enable commercial and public
sector organisations to engage more effectively with their
customers to increase satisfaction and profitability.
We have the most
highly-trained engineers
that allows us to deliver
a pro-active service that
goes way beyond ‘break-fix’
support where our engineers
look to build a thorough
understanding of your
business systems to provide
preventative support.

14

“By dealing with
Sprint you can be
rest assured you
are dealing with
an established
independent
communications
company with
19 years of
experience.”

Sprint have a long-standing
relationship with some
of the leading names in
telecommunications, from over
600 other resellers Sprint have
been chosen as a Gamma
Platinum Partner. This gives us
access to all the latest, cuttingedge developments in products
and technology along with
providing recommendations.
“After using Sprint to
install the new systems
into our recently built
high-tech training facility
in the City, I have been
thoroughly impressed with
the way its staff go about
their business.

Due to delayed completion
of the building works,
they were faced with the
task of doing their job
amidst a messy building
environment, which they
did happily and with a smile
on their faces. It’s clear
they really care about their
customers, making sure
a task is done well and on
time, putting in the hours
to ensure it is completed
thoroughly and to a high
standard. I honestly can’t
think of a bad word to
say about them.”
Malcolm Skinner,
The Goldsmiths’ Company

To find out more about
everything that Sprint can
offer your business visit
sprintconvergence.co.uk

Sprint Convergence Ltd
Wrest Park,
The Mansion House Silsoe,
Bedfordshire,
MK45 4HR.
01525 860202
info@sprintconvergence.co.uk
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ST. CUTHBERTS STREET, BEDFORD

ESC BUILDING, NORTH WING HOSPITAL

Deli-style sandwich bar & coffee shop serving fresh sandwiches, homemade soup & cakes.
Business lunches and party buffets. Open Monday-Friday 7.30am-3pm

47 St. Cuthbert’s Street, Bedford, MK40 3JG
T: 01234 405140

E: eat@roostersbedford.co.uk
www.roostersbedford.co.uk
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Supporting the film
festival because
great films are born
of great stories...
www.rogansbooks.co.uk ROGAN's BOOKS - 27 Castle ROAD - Bedford - MK40 3PL

19

Your one-stop-shop
for all Telecoms
and IT needs

Dedicated to creating and maintaining
sophisticated communications
environments throughout the globe.

Hosted Telephony
Broadband
VOIP Solutions
Calls and Lines
Cloud Technology
IT

Call us now on
+44 (0)1525 860202
to find out how our technology
can help to support and
grow your business.

Sprint Convergence Ltd
Wrest Park, The Mansion House
Silsoe, Bedfordshire, MK45 4HR.
Phone: 01525 860202
Email: info@sprintconvergence.co.uk

ORGANISATIONAL
PARTNERS
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Bonfire Creative Intelligence are a
leading independent, RAR+ Top 100
UK marketing services company. They
provide award winning, media-neutral
creative consultancy that delivers highly
effective marketing, branding, design
and advertising solutions. Bonfire are
also proud to say that they helped
found and support Bedford Film Festival
since its inception in 2013. To find out
more visit www.bonfireci.com

The Cambridge Film Trust champions
independent cinema and fosters
film culture and education, primarily
in Cambridge and the Eastern region.
We deliver screenings, events and
special seasons that enable audiences
to engage with film culture in
a challenging and creative way.
The Cambridge Film Trust is also
the joint Hub Lead Organisation,
with the Broadway in Nottingham,
for Film Hub Central East.

Modern businesses need PR support
that looks at more than just creating
a good reputation with media. Hutch
PR uses traditional and modern PR
tools and strategies to give businesses
direct control of their reputation. With
experience in a variety of sectors,
including film, law, design, food, the third
sector and education, Hutch PR can
develop and manage a full-service PR
strategy that helps your business stand
out for all the right reasons.

Richard Jobson set up No Bad Films
after a ten-year stint with Sky as their
principle film critic, when he moved into
film production. Their first production
was an adaptation of his own book 16
years of Alcohol, which picked up best
director award at the BIFA’S. They then
produced The Purifiers as well as A
Woman in Winter before completing
the thriller New Town Killers. The films
Wayland’s Song and The Somnambulists
were both filmed in Bedford.

HELP CROWD FUND RICHARD JOBSON'S NEW BOOK

THE SPEED
OF LIFE
THE SYNOPSIS
Two time travelling aliens arrive on Earth searching for the truth behind the words, music and changing faces
of their hero David Bowie. In their quest for the meaning of human creativity through Bowie's work they are
exposed to a world of self-destruction and loneliness. London, Los Angelos, Berlin and New York show them
the beauty and the horror of the modern world and introduces them to human being's greatest quality, love.
Part pop culture Sci-Fi thriller part love letter to David Bowie, The Speed of Life is a quiet meditation on the
unreachable mystery and power of music.

Make a pledge @ https://unbound.com/books/the-speed-of-life

Bonfire Creative Intelligence,
an award winning RAR+ Top 100
media-neutal creative consultancy.
We deliver highly effective, integrated
marketing, branding, design and
advertising services.

+44 (0)1525 841079 bonfireci.com
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Sid and Nancy

Embrace of the Serpent

Static

The Magpie

Road to Nowhere

Skin and Blisters

Rorschach Syndrome

The Good Son

Ideal Husband

Eddie

Strings

Mingmong

Youth

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

18 September

Bugsy Malone

17 September

17 September

Purple Rain

16 September

Atomic: Living in Dread and Promise

Dirty Dancing

14 September

Broken Hill Blues

Aliens

13 September

17 September

How to Train Your Dragon

11 September

17 September

Title

Date

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

Unrated

E

Feature Film

Short Session

Short Session

Short Session

Short Session

Short Session

Short Session

Short Session

Short Session

Short Session

Short Session

Feature Film

Feature Film

Feature Film

Feature Film

Feature Film

Feature Film

Feature Film

Feature Film

Feature Film

Type

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Quarry Theatre at St. Luke’s

Bears and Tales

Herd

Rogan’s Book Shop

Venue

18:00

13:00

13:00

13:00

13:00

13:00

13:00

13:00

13:00

13:00

13:00

18:30

18:30

16:00

14:30

10:30

18:30

20:00

19:00

15:00

Time

11

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

11

11

11

11

10

10

8

8

8

Page
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THE SHOW
GOES ON
Bedford Film Festival 2017 will be
29th September to 15th October.
Next year will be our fifth festival
and we hope you’ll join us and
support film variety in Bedford.

INFO@BEDFORDFILMFESTIVAL.ORG
@BEDFORDFILMFEST
BEDFORDFILMFESTIVAL
#SUPPORTVARIETY

BEDFORD FILM FESTIVAL BROUGHT
TO YOU IN PARTNERSHIP WITH:

ORGANISATIONAL PARTNERS

